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ETHICAL EDUCATION IN TEACHER STUDIES !  
PILOT STUDY ANALYSIS

Abstract: *e following text presents the results of pilot studies on the condition of the 
ethical preparation of students of teaching faculties. A+thesis was put forward that ethical 
competences are to a+certain extent a+set of speci,c skills that can and should be acqui-
red and practiced during university preparation for the teaching profession. %" students 
were included in the pilot study conducted using the diagnostic survey method in a+form 
of a+questionnaire. *e hypothesis that students believe in importance of high ethical 
competence in the teacher’s professional work was con,rmed. Respondents indicated the 
changes required by university education in the discussed area and the desired transfor-
mations listed the need for solving practical problems in ethics classes. *e project’s author 
assumes current de,ciencies in the preparation of future teachers for the performance of 
their professional work are related to the methods, and partly also to the content provided 
during ethics courses at universities. 
Keywords: teacher education; ethics; ethical competence; higher education.

Introduction

In recent decades, there has been a+signi,cant departure from the axiological sphere 
in the discussion about education in Poland, also when it comes to training future 
teachers. Only few authors notice this tendency (Pó-turzycki, )"".; Suchodolski; 
&''") with its negative e/ects. *ere has been a+signi,cant shi0 towards interest 
in improving competences in the process of preparing for the performance of tea-
chers, but the question arises whether this is not a+return to the technological trend 
in teacher education? Henryka Kwiatkowska ()""1, p. #%) justi,es that due to the 
vague nature of educational processes, their classi,cation and detailed analysis is 
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not possible. She points out that the empirical study of teacher activities will allow 
only for a+partial description of pedagogical practice.

On the other hand, a+one-way perception of the teaching profession as a+profession 
which de,es all research and attempts at systematization can result in not drawing 
in-depth conclusions from educational practice and, as a+consequence, inadequate 
preparation of students of pedagogy for their future professional work. *is fear 
seems particularly justi,ed when it comes to improving their knowledge and skills 
in the area of ethics characterized by such a+signi,cant impact on all activities of 
future teachers. Elizabeth Campbell ()""1, p. #%1) stresses this format of teacher 
preparation programs is necessary because “ethics and teaching seem inherently 
compatible and unavoidably intertwined”.

"eoretical justi#cation for the planned research

Research on the teaching profession proves the presence of ethical requirements in 
a+set of social expectations for pedagogical representatives of the profession. What 
is more, the expectations even apply to the private lives of teachers (P2kala, )"&.). 
*is is because many of the competencies necessary to practice this profession are 
related to the sphere of attitudes, i.e. the personal value system. It is impossible to 
separate professional and personal values, especially in this profession, due to the 
huge number of decisions made by teachers (Ozolins, )""%, p. #("), sometimes wit-
hout time for re5ection and any possible correction. Michael Malone has observed 
that majority of teachers function in a+way considered moral, even though they had 
not received any formal education in ethics. He realizes however that teachers are 
occasionally close to crossing the line of ethical or fair play demeanor. *ey may 
be “cheating; plagiarism; bullying; misrepresentation of facts; fabricated data/test 
scores; inappropriate treatment of students or colleagues” (Malone, )")", p. ..). On 
the one hand these forms of behavior are hard to spot. We cannot even label them 
as detrimental. On the other hand an attempt to mitigate negative behawior may 
additionally shutter a+shaky prestige of the teaching job. For that reason modern 
researchers pay attention to the strong link between educational activities and the 
sphere of ethical values by stressing the need to educate student teachers in this 
area (Maxwell & Schwimmer, )"&(; Nunes, )"&(; Ozolins, )""%).

Unfortunately, the axiological dimension of teaching profession both in the 
literature and in the process of education, quite o0en was treated only in as 
“recommendations”. *is sphere was described in a+very general way, in the form 
of expectations about the resources that the teacher was to provide as a+ready set. 
*ere was no answer in the literature to the question where these resources would 
come from. What competencies should be included in the group of ethics skills 
that characterize a+particular teacher? 

Piaget, Kohlberg, Ho/man, Erickson, or Muszy6ski prove that moral 
development is built on stages. Each of them obviously recognizes di/erent levels 
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of the process. *is does not mean that only the labels and characteristics of certain 
levels change. Attempts to describe the sources and even ways of creating this type 
of behavior prove that ethical competences are, to put it simply, a+set of speci,c 
skills (Benner et al., )"&"; )"&(; Rest, &'1); Rest & Narvez, &''$). *us, the skills 
can be improved during the education process, including at university level. John 
Ozolins ()""%) draws our attention to the fact that it is not enough to equip students 
with a+speci,c “resource” of value. Similarly to Benner et al. ()"&") I+would like to 
point out that future teachers must not only know certain codes about morality, but 
must understand them. *is understanding requires answering many questions, 
some of which are presented below:

• where do certain values come from (we are talking here not only about the 
philosophical source, but also about our own personal moment of creation 
or acceptance),

• what was the reason for their creation or acceptance,
• what is the justi,cation for speci,c values (for me, but also in a+broader, 

ethical context, how do the two sources relate to one another),
• how is a+given value correlated to laws, customs, culture in which I+live (and 

within other cultural groups),
• what are the consequences of acting in accordance with them or being 

incompatible with them?
*e author of this article ventures to ,nd the answer to the question whether 

the process of educating students of pedagogical faculties tends to equip them 
with speci,c knowledge, skills and attitudes in the area of ethics? How do students 
themselves perceive the importance of ethical teacher preparation and the quality 
of ethics courses proposed at the universities where they study? Further in the 
article, the concept of the main study will be presented, along with organization 
and methodology of the pilot study.

Methodological concept

Despite the fact that the National Quali,cations Framework for Higher Education 
lists ethical competences at every level of the learning outcomes described there, 
teaching ethics at higher schools of education in Poland is not a+common practice. 
According to the hypothesis presented in the described research, even if the ethical 
preparation of candidates for the teaching profession is included in the package 
of courses proposed to students of education, it takes the form of classes in the 
history of philosophy with elements of pedagogical ethics. In an attempt to clarify 
whether the perceived de,ciencies are merely presumptions or whether they are 
con,rmed in the educational reality of universities and other colleges, the following 
studies were designed.
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Research goal and issues

*e purpose of this research is to obtain information on the state of ethical educa-
tion of future teachers7. *e researchers would like to understand the students’ take 
on the ethics-related classes o/ered by their schools and the respondents’ attitude 
towards these courses. Following are three main research questions required to 
reach the research goal: (&) What is the quality of the Ethics courses o/ered by your 
university? ()) Do they educate in all dimensions of teaching quali,cations (kno-
wledge, skills, attitudes – social competences)? (#) What are the needs of students 
of teaching faculties in the area of ethical education?

Research area and study group

*e planned research will be carried out in Warsaw, where there is the largest 
number of public and private universities in Poland o/ering teacher’s studies. *e 
following departments were taken into account: those granting the right to teach 
various subjects in schools (e.g. Polish, mathematics, biology, history) and preparing 
for work in early childhood and pre-school education.

*e study group will consist of students and lecturers. University employees who 
teach classes in philosophy, ethics or related subjects were selected for the study. 
*e main study will be preceded by a+sample calculation.

Research methods 

*e ,rst stage of basic research will be a+review of curricula and education plans of 
selected universities for the presence or absence of ethics classes. *is step is going to 
provide data about the educational o/er of each of the surveyed universities. It will 
make it possible to check to what extent a+particular university implements its own 
assumptions and will be an opportunity to juxtapose the lecturers’ declarations of 
selected universities with the programs of the schools in which they are employed. 

*en it is planned to carry out a + diagnostic survey)  using the author’s survey 
form. It will be presented to two groups of respondents, faculty and students. *e 
designed tool is to examine opinions and needs (of both students and lecturers) in 
the area of ethical education and how they are met at the university of their choice. 
*is selection was made so that it would be possible to collate the opinions of two 
educational entities – one responsible for planning educational processes and the 
teaching itself, the other being the addressees of the educational programs.

 & *is is the purpose set out for the main studies described, only in part for the pilot studies.
 ) In the pilot study, work was limited to this part only, except for the analysis of university pro-

grams and syllabuses.
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Pilot study – substantive justi#cation and organization

*e conduct of the actual analysis was preceded by a+preliminary pilot study. *e 
expediency of piloting is most o0en justi,ed by methodological reasons, and the-
refore the necessity of the following: 

• veri,cation of research problems,
• checking the research tool,
• de,ning the organizational and technical aspects of the study,
• creating procedures for the subsequent analysis of the results of relevant 

tests (Sztabi6ski & Sztabi6ski, )""$, pp. %(–%.).
*e study described was also accompanied by substantive premises speci,c to 

the initial type of trial type and it was “checking the adopted method of the research 
concept operationalization” (Sztabi6ski & Sztabi6ski, )""$, p. %.). In particular, 
research problems, substantive construction of the designed study and the tool 
itself were analyzed.

*e pilot study covered by this description was conducted in May )"&'. *e 
study group consisted of %" students of the Education Studies of the University 
of Warsaw. Among the respondents, ). persons are undergraduate participants, 
)# respondents are doing their MA programs. *e respondents in the described 
trial study constitute approx. %8 of the test group selected for the actual research.

Preliminary research conclusions

At the initial stage of the survey, questionnaires were selected taking into account 
only those in which the respondents answered in the a9rmative to the question 
about participation in philosophy or ethics classes during their current studies. $% 
were compulsory course, while &% were optional classes:.

In the main part of the study, students were asked to assess the knowledge, 
skills and competences acquired through their participation in the courses. Each 
of the three levels had detailed components assigned, and so for knowledge they 
were: (&) Selected issues in the history of ethics. ()) Selected problems of metaethics. 
(#)+Teacher professional ethics. ($) Fundamentals of the didactics of ethics. (%) 
Transfer of moral knowledge in relation to human developmental stages.

 # In this question, the respondents had the possibility of multiple choices, therefore the total of 
the answers exceeds the number of respondents (%"), i.e. the initial &""8.
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Table &. Assessment of learning outcomes at the knowledge level [in percentage] 

a) Knowledge very 
high high medium low very low

selected issues of ethics history &$ #) #" &" &"
selected problems of metaethics $ )" $" 1 ))
teacher professional ethics 1 )1 #( )) )
basics of the didactics of ethics ) #) #1 &( 1
transfer of moral knowledge in re-
lation to human developmental stages $ )( $$ &( (

Source: own elaboration

As the data in Table & shows, students rated the learning outcomes in the ,eld 
of ethics history the highest. Admittedly, the same number, i.e. #)8 of responses, 
also indicated a+high grade for content related to the didactics of ethics, but the 
totals of each of the ,rst two columns (high and very high grades) are signi,cantly 
di/erent. *e history of ethics obtained $(8 of grades belonging to the two highest 
registers, while in the case of knowledge in the ,eld of the didactics of ethics it is 
only #$8 of responses.

Further analysis shows that these are not accidental results and are con,rmed 
by the open question about the changes that students believe should be made 
in the ethical education of future teachers. Respondents pointed out that too 
much time is devoted to the transfer of theoretical knowledge related to various 
philosophical trends, which limits the possibility of shaping students’ skills. 
*erefore, the conclusion is that a+high assessment of e/ects in terms of knowledge 
is not synonymous with student satisfaction, and therefore a+sense that their needs 
related to ethical education have been met.

Regarding educational outcomes in the area of skills acquisition, the following 
components have been identi,ed to better illustrate results within this level: 
(&)+Observation, interpretation and analysis of social phenomena in the ethical 
aspect. ()) Self-analysis of own pedagogical skills. (#) Class evaluation. ($) Shaping 
the moral sensitivity of children and adolescents. (%) Monitoring student’s moral 
development.

Table ). Assessment of learning outcomes at the skill level [in percentage]

b) skills very 
high high medium low very 

low
observation, interpretation and 
analysis of social phenomena in the 
ethical aspect

) )1 $1 &( )

self-analysis of own pedagogical 
skills 1 #$ #" )) )
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b) skills very 
high high medium low very 

low
class evaluation $ )( %$ 1 $
shaping the moral sensitivity of 
children and adolescents &" #( #" &$ (

monitoring student’s moral 
development ) )( $( &1 $

Source: own elaboration

*e results related to the skills acquisition, which according to students are 
(or were in the case of completed courses) shaped in ethics classes, seem to be 
ambiguous. *e highest marks were obtained by the ability to shape the moral 
sensitivity of children and youth, as well as self-analysis of own pedagogical skills. 
Some components have a+signi,cant correlation with the self-re5ection of a+teacher 
and e9ciency in shaping it among students, making this score more optimistic. 
However, there is a+doubt particularly related to the main purpose of the pilot 
study: to what extent are the questions formulated in the survey understandable 
to the respondents – is their substantive level appropriate for the respondents, do 
the respondents understand the concepts contained in the survey form as meant 
by its author? *erefore, having analyzed the results of the pilot study within 
this question, it can be assumed that we are dealing with one of the two options 
described below:

• in this question, the respondents chose the responses that were most 
understandable to them, not the phrases that described the skills acquired 
in class,

• the respondents chose responses consistent with the facts, i.e. related to 
the subjectively perceived e/ects of the classes in which they participated.

It seems that the ,rst of the above-mentioned situations could have taken place 
when this question was answered. As mentioned earlier, the studies described are 
preliminary but also experimental. *e reasonableness of the research concept 
itself as well as the accuracy and purposefulness of the prepared tool are veri,ed. 
*e surveyed students were asked to complete the provided questionnaire, as 
well as to mark phrases that they did not understand. In the case of the question 
regarding skills, the respondents rated the components that were previously 
indicated as formulations incomprehensible the lowest. It seems, therefore, that 
the results obtained for this question; should provide not only substantive but also 
methodological conclusions regarding the construction of the research tool, in 
particular the wording contained in it (this issue will be raised again in the ,nal 
part of the article).

 $ *e survey question was: How high do you assess the implementation of learning outcomes 
(applies to classes in ethics or a+related subject).
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*e third and ,nal part of the analyzed question concerned social competences, 
and as regards this level, the following speci,c components were identi,ed: (&) 
Ethical analysis of own activities and the activities of teams managed by the teacher. 
()) Knowledge of cultural codes of behaviors of di/erent nations. (#) Distinguishing 
dominant beliefs in individual social structures. ($) Cultivating and disseminating 
patterns of proper behavior in a+professional environment. (%) Initiating actions 
for the public good.

Table #. Assessment of learning outcomes at the level of social competences  
[in percentage]

c) social competence very high high medium low very low
ethical analysis of own activities and 
the activities of the teams managed $ #$ #$ &1 (

knowledge of cultural codes of beha-
viors of various nations " #) $$ &) &"

distinguishing dominant beliefs in 
individual social structures $ #) #1 &( $

cultivating and disseminating pat-
terns of proper behavior in a+profes-
sional environment

&" #$ #1 1 (

initiating activities for the public 
good ( )( #( )) (

Source: own elaboration

As the results in Table # show, the highest rating was given to the competence 
related to the dissemination of patterns of proper behavior in a+professional 
environment. *e lowest scores were obtained by the capability to initiate actions 
for the public good, but there are not any signi,cant di/erences in percentage.

Moving on to the overall assessment of learning outcomes in ethics and related 
subjects, the di/erentiation is not signi,cant and it amounts to &-#8 in the same 
ranges of the scale (very high, high, medium, low and very low), as compared with 
the results for levels of knowledge, skills and competences (Table $).

Table $. Overall assessment of learning outcomes at three levels [in percentage]

no answer very low low on average high very high
a) knowledge $,$ ',( &$,$ #.,( ).,( (,$
b) skills $," #,( &%,( $&,( #"," %,)
c) social 
competences $," (,$ &%,) #1," #&,( $,1

Source: own elaboration
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What does this lack of signi,cant di/erences indicate? As mentioned earlier, it 
can prove that respondents do not fully understand the terms used in the survey. 
*e second alleged reason for the lack of di/erentiation in respondents’ responses 
is the occurrence of the central tendency phenomenon related to simpli,cations 
in human perception and assessment. Choosing the medium values or avoiding 
extreme assessments according to researchers indicates the adaptive functions of 
our brain and is associated with the construction of ways responsible for brain 
function in the conditions of information noise (Dube, )"&'). Such a+phenomenon 
could take place in the case of the described study due to the fact that each of the 
levels was divided into several components, which gave students a+lot of, perhaps 
not fully understood, elements to choose from.

Respondents were also asked how they assessed the usefulness of ethics classes 
for their future professional work (Table %).

Table %. Assessment of the suitability of ethics classes for future professional work [in 
percentage]

no opinion not useful somehow useful useful very useful
) &1 #" $" &"

Source: own elaboration

Only &"8 of respondents assessed the courses as very useful, $"8 of the 
respondents as useful. As shown in the table above (Table %), less than half of 
the students surveyed assessed ethics classes proposed by their universities as 
somehow useful or not useful. *e comparison of the above results with the analyses 
regarding the importance of teacher’s moral and ethical competences in the opinion 
of students (Table () is self-explanatory.

Table (. Assessment of the importance of ethical competences in teachers’ professional 
work [in percentage]

no opinion unimportant of little 
importance important very 

important
) " ) #( ("

Source: own elaboration

Students recognize the great importance of ethical skills in pedagogical work+– 
("8 of respondents consider them very important, for #(8 they are important. 
However, it seems that the respondents are not entirely satis,ed with the classes 
they attend. Even if the understanding of the concepts contained in the survey 
was incomplete or a+central tendency error occurred, the respondents’ hesitation 
regarding the quality of ethics classes is noticeable in the preliminary results. *e 
analyses presented above con,rm that students appreciate the importance of moral 
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and ethical competences in the work of a+teacher – '(8 of the responses stating 
that the skills are important or even very important con,rm this hypothesis. 

Next, the respondents were asked whether there should be changes in the ethical 
education of future teachers (Table .).

Table .. Responses of respondents to the question about the need to make changes in 
ethical education in teacher studies [in percentage]

yes no I+have no opinion
$( 1 $(

Source: own elaboration
Respondents were divided in their opinions, but they were not two clearly 

antagonistic groups. Less than half of them believe that steps should be taken 
towards the transformation of ethics classes and the same number of respondents 
($(8) replied that they have no opinion. *e respondents’ previous answers clearly 
show that they are not fully satis,ed with the results of the ethics classes they 
attended, but they can see the signi,cance of them for their future professional 
work. It seems that students are able to correctly assess the courses of which they 
are active recipients, they only lack the knowledge and experience to indicate in 
which direction changes should go.

*e open question< on the same issue revealed the speci,c opinions of the 
surveyed students, and it should be noted that not all respondents took advantage 
of the opportunity to speak up. *e respondents who decided to express their 
opinions on the need for introducing changes in the ethical education of future 
teachers constituted $$8 of the study group. *e directions of changes pointed 
out by students concerned:

• number and length of courses – according to respondents, there should be 
more of them, classes should be conducted continuously for several years 
of study (see Nunes )"&(, p. &&#);

• working methods - students are interested in active participation in classes 
developing practical skills;

• forms of work – respondents would like to participate in courses implemented 
in small groups;

• content – students would be interested in classes during which real di9cult 
cases from pedagogical practice would be discussed, they would like to 
learn how to talk to children about ethics, in particular about respect 
and tolerance, various cultural codes, they would like to implement self-
re5ection (Ozolins, )""% p. #(").

In most student statements, there were suggestions about the need for limiting 
the content related to the history of philosophy in favor of some practical knowledge 

 % *e question was: „What should be changed in the area of ethics education in teacher training?”
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of ethics. Respondents indicated three parties in this question: themselves – the 
future teacher, pupils, and parents. As a+consequence they noticed the need for 
acquiring the skills of self-re5ection and ethical communication during studies.

Summary and further research intentions

*e described pilot studies, due to these two characteristics, resulted in two types 
of conclusions: &. *ey con,rmed the method of the research concept operatio-
nalization, and therefore the advisability of the posed research questions. Also, 
some hypotheses such as the one regarding the necessity of a+pragmatic approach 
to the design and implementation of didactic intentions in ethics classes for future 
teachers were con,rmed in the preliminary analyses. ). A+change should be made 
within the research tool. Tasks in the survey form must be ordered in such a+way 
that questions about learning outcomes are preceded by a+veri,cation and certain 
systematization of the respondents’ knowledge about the examined issue. *us, 
respondents start assessing the knowledge, skills and social competences acquired 
in class by assigning individual components of each level to their de,nitions. *is 
will allow us to assess the knowledge of the respondents to the question about lear-
ning outcomes. *e lack of this type of analysis makes it hard to conclude whether 
the respondents’ assessments always took medium values due to a+central tendency 
error or resulted from incomplete understanding of the wording in the survey. In 
the opinion of the author of this text, as well as of other researchers (Ozolins, )""%; 
Nunes, )"&(; Benner et al., )"&"), it is the understanding of the values underlying 
ethically marked action that guarantees such behavior. Perhaps the responses 
provided were a+true re5ection of the views of the respondents, but the use of tasks 
with matching de,nitions for individual components will signi,cantly objectify 
the results of research.

Our pilot study is the basis for conducting the actual study. Initial research 
activities described in this article justify the purpose of the research problems. 
Students recognize the great importance of ethical competence in the work of 
educators, but they indicate the need for making changes in the ethical education 
of future teachers. *us, respondents’ statements con,rm Allan Hutchinson’s belief 
that ethical education is to be an active challenge. According to this researcher 
(Hutchinson, &''', p. #"#), teaching ethical reasoning is the basis of ethical education 
at a+university, which is a+process immersed in a+sociopolitical context, from which 
a+lot of controversy arises, but also solutions. It should be remembered that the 
teacher training prepares students for pedagogical activities in a+world full of 
the di/erentiations so that they could also teach children how to make decisions 
related to social life. Even if we assume that “true education must be an education 
in criticism” (Singh & Stückelberger [Eds.] )"&., p. )#), we need free and critically 
thinking teachers who know how to share the skills with their students. *is is the 
reason teachers should receive a+thorough training in ethics. Ethics need not be 
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con,ned to morality but also embrace re5ection about the world and self. It should 
be an instrument for a+positive transformation. According to Ozolins ()""%, p. #%'), 
classes in ethics is more than a+course involving the development of knowledge 
and skills understood as cognitive achievements. It is a+“self-training”. Students 
con,rmed what the researchers and the author of this text believe, complaining 
about excessive amount of theory and insu9cient portions of hands-on activities. 
Our research shows that changes in ethical education for university students 
requires changes. Students should know how to face real issues encountered during 
the didactic and educational process.

Further research will be conducted in Warsaw. It will cover a+representative 
group of students of teaching faculties at all universities in the city, which will 
enable drawing conclusions regarding the quality of ethical education. *e author 
hopes that the analyses will create an introduction to nationwide research that will 
allow generalizing results nation-wide.
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KSZTA$CENIE ETYCZNE NA STUDIACH DLA 
NAUCZYCIELI ! ANALIZA BADANIA PILOTA%OWEGO

Streszczenie: W+artykule przedstawiono wyniki bada6 pilota=owych odnoAnie stanu przy-
gotowania etycznego studentów nauczycielskich kierunków studiów. Autorka formu-uje 
tez2, =e kompetencje etyczne to w+pewnym uproszczeniu zestaw konkretnych umiej2tnoAci, 
które mo=na i+powinno si2 nabywa@ oraz @wiczy@ podczas uniwersyteckiego przygoto-
wania do wykonywania zawodu nauczyciela. Pilota=em zosta-o obj2tych %" studentów, 
badanie przeprowadzono za pomoc? metody sonda=u diagnostycznego z+wykorzysta-
niem kwestionariusza ankiety. Potwierdzono hipotez2 dotycz?c? przekonania studentów 
o+du=ym znaczeniu kompetencji etycznych w+pracy zawodowej nauczyciela. Respondenci 
wskazali zmiany, jakich wymaga kszta-cenie uniwersyteckie w+omawianym zakresie 
i+wAród po=?danych przekszta-ce6 wymieniono potrzeb2 rozwi?zywania praktycznych 
problemów na zaj2ciach z+etyki. Zgodnie z+przypuszczeniami autora projektu, obecne 
braki w+przygotowaniu przysz-ych nauczycieli do wykonywania ich pracy zawodowej s? 
zwi?zane z+metodami, a+po cz2Aci tak=e z+treAciami przekazywanymi podczas kursów 
etyki w+szko-ach wy=szych.
S&owa kluczowe: kszta-cenie nauczycieli; etyka; kompetencje etyczne; szkolnictwo wy=sze.


